
Summer Term Expectations 

 

Dear Parent/Carer 

Staff have been extremely happy to see pupils return over the last two weeks and we very much 

look forward to all year groups being in school every day after Easter. With Covid rates recently 

falling to much lower cases, we hope that most disruption is behind us and that we can keep all year 

groups over the coming months. 

 

We sincerely thank you for your efforts in keeping your children in school uniform. We realise that 

some children have grown a great deal in these last months, and your determination to update  

items of uniform is greatly appreciated by us. The priority for us over these last two weeks has been 

to make our pupils feel welcome and for them to know that we understand the tough time 

lockdown has on them and to offer help when needed. We fully appreciated that it might have been 

a challenge for parents/carers to ensure that all uniform was correct in time for pupils returning for 

these last two weeks. 

However, the senior leadership team and Heads of Year will be doing a thorough and full uniform 

check on the first day back after the Easter break, Monday 12th April, as pupils arrive at the school 

gate. 

Many pupils have found the lack of structure during lockdown very difficult and it has impacted on 

school on their return. We want to return school to a high quality learning environment and provide 

clear boundaries to our pupils and we are starting with uniform. The full uniform requirements are 

clearly outlined below. Staff will be on hand to phone the parents of pupils with uniform issues on 

that Monday morning. Parents will then be able to bring in the correct uniform into school so their 

children are dressed correctly. If you have any issues with ensuring that your child has the full 

correct uniform before that day please ensure you email your child’s Head of Learning before 

Monday 12th April. 

 

Email addresses for Heads of Learning 

Year 7:- marie.holborn@wms.schoolsedu.org.uk 

Year 8:- ceri.james@wms.schoolsedu.org.uk 

Year 9;- sinead.Jones@wms.schoolsedu.org.uk 

Year 10:- tina.quirk@wms.schoolsedu.org.uk 

Year 11:- chris.mullins@wms.schoolsedu.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

mailto:chris.mullins@wms.schoolsedu.org.uk


West Monmouth Uniform list (there are no changes to this list) 

Boys options for the summer on days they do not have PE 

 Normal black trousers, blue shirt and tie. (polo shirt allowed with black trousers) 

 Summer option of black West Mon badged PE shorts and Royal blue PE polo shirt allowed 

each day. 

 Black shoes or black leather coated trainer shoes only.  (No running trainers allowed except 

days they have practical PE) 

 Black jumper or black coat  

Uniform for Boys on days they have PE 

 Boys can wear normal badged PE shorts and royal blue polo shirt. 

 Black tracksuits bottoms are allowed on PE days if weather is colder. ( No other colour 

bottoms allowed) 

 Football boots will be needed for the 4G pitch which be most PE lessons. 

 Running trainers can be worn on PE days but never on the 4G pitch. 

 

Girls Uniform 

 Black school trousers or skirt, blue shirt and tie, black jumper or cardigan. 

 Black jacket and black shoes or leather coated trainer shoes (no running trainers allowed) 

 Girls will be allowed to wear the royal blue badged polo shirt as a summer option. 

Uniform for girls on days they have PE 

 Girls can wear blue PE shorts, plain black leggings or tracksuits bottoms on PE days. 

 Royal blue polo shirt and a grey West Mon hoody 

 Running trainers can be worn on PE days but not on the 4G pitch. 

 Girls will need football boots if their lesson is on the 4G pitch which will be most lessons. 

 

What is not allowed?:- We want to be very clear on this so there is no confusion at all:- 

 Running trainers are not allowed as uniform on days pupils don’t have PE. 

 Hoodies cannot be worn instead of jacket or jumper as uniform with the exception of girls 

on days they have practical PE lessons, where they can wear only the school hoody. 

 All coats must be all black only (no other colours are allowed) 

 Leggings cannot be worn on days girls don’t have PE (leggings are defined as tight elasticated 

trousers that have extremely thin material. 

 Leggings worn for PE cannot be see through/transparent, this is highly inappropriate. 

 Skirt length must be just above the knee and suitable for a school environment. 

 Hair must be of a natural colour without extreme style. Colouring hair in colours such as 

pink, blue, green and other such unnatural colours is not permitted. 

 Facial piercings such as the nose are absolutely not allowed in school. Pupils will not be 

allowed clear inserts or plaster, they are simply not allowed at all. 

 



The uniform stated above has no changes, it is what has been in place for a long period of time.  We 

want to give clear guidance to ensure pupils and parents have absolute clarity with no room for 

confusion or misinterpretation. The school wants to be proactive to avoid any confusion or 

confrontations with learners and maintain only a positive environment.  

The uniform is the starting point of the high standards we expect of pupils in West Monmouth 

School. It is clearly evident that our pupils who co-operate most consistently with the uniform will 

often show the same respect in their behaviours in school. A status of co-operation and respect in 

school will maximise our chances of developing fantastically polite and well-rounded pupils who will 

achieve their potential in school. 

 

Kind Regards 

 

Gareth Cooksey  

( Assistant Head Teacher) 


